4 May 2013
The Hon. Brendan O’Connor
Minister for Immigration & Citizenship
Parliament House
Canberra
ACT 2600

Dear Minister
Re: Howard Government’s questionable figures on the numbers of asylum seeker boats that allegedly went
missing in the year 2000
I am writing to ask if your department holds any substantive evidence that three asylum seeker vessels travelling
towards Australia from Indonesia went missing without trace in March-April 2000.
I own and operate the public interest website sievx.com and have been researching asylum seeker drownings at sea
since 2002. I have gradually formed the view over many years of research that SIEVX in October 2001 was in fact the
first mass drowning event of asylum seekers on route to Australia. However, the Department of Immigration often
made the claim back in 2000 that there were three asylum seeker vessels that went missing on the way to Australia
with an estimated 360 to 380 lives lost (see enclosures).
Despite my best efforts I have not been able to find any convincing evidence to support these claims that three
vessels carrying more than 350 people in total disappeared without trace in early 2000. There have never been any
published interviews with relatives of the alleged drowned asylum seekers who went down on these alleged missing
boats. This is in stark contrast to the boats that have gone missing in recent years where family members of missing
asylum seekers draw public attention to their loss.
Ghassan Nakhoul in his book Overboard describes the Howard government’s haste in declaring these boats missing
as 'a wishful sinking fantasy' and describes how he (Nakhoul) was challenged at the time by one of his most reliable
sources from the Arabic-speaking community regarding the veracity of the claims that the boats from early 2000
were actually missing. Nakhoul quotes his source as saying:
'Suppose that a couple of hundred of boat people really drowned while trying to get here... Why haven't we heard
anything from the community... Believe me... if something like this happens it'll be a big mess here. There will be
wailing and mourning all over the place.' (Ghassan Nakhoul, Overboard, Dar Meera, 2011, pp.119-121)

A statistical analysis of mortality on asylum seeker voyages to Australia supports the hypothesis that these alleged
missing boats are indeed a fantasy (see mortality table enclosed). This table shows quite clearly that if indeed there
were three boats that went missing in early 2000 with upwards of 350 lives lost then the mortality rate for that year
would eclipse all others. I believe it is significant that the ‘Report of the Expert Panel on Asylum Seekers’ published
last year contained a table of the Number of Deaths and Missing Persons at Sea from October 2001 to June 2012
which included reference to the missing boats of 2009 and 2010 but which did not include reference to the alleged
three missing boats from the year 2000. If there was good evidence to support the claim that more than 350 people
went missing on three boats in the year 2000 and were presumed drowned then it follows that the Expert Panel
would have started their table from March 2000 and not October 2001 (see Expert Panel table enclosed).
The theory that the three alleged missing boats in the year 2000 were a ‘wishful sinking fantasy’ is also supported
by the fact that later in the same year (December 2000) the then Minister for Immigration Phillip Ruddock, declared

another two boats had gone missing with all aboard presumed drowned. Both boats later arrived and the Minister
retracted his assessment that mass drownings had occurred (see enclosures).
In the interests of clarity, transparency and public accountability I would be very grateful if you could check DIAC’s
records to determine if there is any reliable independently sourced evidentiary basis to the claims made by the
Howard government that three asylum seeker vessels disappeared without trace in March-April 2000. Has the
Department received many (or any) requests from family members of people who allegedly lost their lives on these
missing boats? If there were enquiries did these reach a threshold level where you can confidently assert that on the
basis of probability these boats actually existed and disappeared?
Thank you for your help in anticipation.
Yours sincerely

Marg Hutton
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